Content, diagnostic, correlational, and genetic similarities between common measures of childhood aggressive behaviors and related psychiatric traits
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Background: Given the role of childhood aggressive behavior (AGG) in everyday child development, precise and accurate measurement is critical in clinical practice and research. This study aims to quantify agreement among widely used measures of childhood AGG regarding item content, clinical concordance, correlation, and underlying genetic construct. Methods: We analyzed data from 1254 Dutch twin pairs (age 8–10 years, 51.1% boys) from a general population sample for whom both parents completed the A-TAC, CBCL, and SDQ at the same occasion. Results: There was substantial variation in item content among AGG measures, ranging from .00 (i.e., mutually exclusive) to .50 (moderate agreement). Clinical concordance (i.e., do the same children score above a clinical threshold among AGG measures) was very weak to moderate with estimates ranging between .01 and .43 for mother-reports and between .12 and .42 for father-reports. Correlations among scales were weak to strong, ranging from .32 to .70 for mother-reports and from .32 to .64 for father-reports. We found weak to very strong genetic correlations among the measures, with estimates between .65 and .84 for mother-reports and between .30 and .87 for father-reports. Conclusions: Our results demonstrated that degree of agreement between measures of AGG depends on the type (i.e., item content, clinical concordance, correlation, genetic correlation) of agreement considered. Because agreement was higher for correlations compared to clinical concordance (i.e., above or below a clinical cutoff), we propose the use of continuous scores to assess AGG, especially for combining data with different measures. Although item content can be different and agreement among observed measures may not be high, the genetic correlations indicate that the underlying genetic liability for childhood AGG is consistent across measures. Keywords: Childhood aggressive behavior; item overlap; clinical concordance; genetic correlation.

Introduction

Childhood aggressive behaviors have a large impact on the child itself, its family members and society as a whole and are associated with adverse outcomes, including high co-occurrence with other behavioral and emotional problems (Bartels et al., 2018), negative consequences for parents (Meltzer, Ford, Goodman, & Vostanis, 2011; Roberts, McCrory, Joffe, de Lima, & Viding, 2017), and high financial costs for society (Rivenbark et al., 2018; Romeo, Knapp, & Scott, 2006). To enlighten clinicians and researchers on the etiology of AGG, we need instruments for measurement that may, for example, be used in epidemiological settings. In order to generalize among epidemiological studies and to combine data, it is important to understand the extent to which different measurement instruments agree on their content, whether the same children would receive a diagnosis, on the rank order of less and more aggressive children and on whether they assess the same underlying genetic construct.

There is not a single gold standard for the assessment of aggressive behaviors. An additional complexity is that aggressive behavior is a very broad construct that may express itself through overt behaviors such as fighting or disobedience, but also covert behaviors such as gossiping or stealing (Achenbach & Rescorla, 2001; Bjorkqvist, Lagerspetz, & Kaukiainen, 1992; Goodman, 2001; Vaillancourt, Brendgen, Boivin, & Tremblay, 2003). Aggressive behavior is considered a behavior problem in its own or may present as a symptom of disruptive behavior disorders. For instance, conduct disorder (CD) and oppositional defiant disorder (ODD) are, according to the fifth edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, characterized by aggressive and antisocial behavior (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). CD and ODD have different symptoms (i.e., violation of social norms and rules vs. defiance and hostility; American Psychiatric Association, 1994; Loeb, Burke, Lahey, Winters, & Zera, 2000), with ODD in many cases preceding CD, and sometimes considered a milder form of CD (e.g., Quy & Stringaris, 2012). CD and ODD have a prevalence around 2.1% and 3.6%, respectively, and are more prevalent in boys than in girls (American Psychiatric Association, 1994; Polanczyk, Salum, Sugaya, Cavc, & Rohde, 2015; Quy & Stringaris, 2012; Scott, 2012).
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present study focuses on aggressive behavior and related psychiatric traits (AGG). AGG also presents in childhood disorders such as attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder, autism, or mania, but in these disorders it is not part of the primary disorder (e.g., mania is primarily a mood disorder; American Psychiatric Association, 1994; Hofvander, Ossowski, Lundström, & Anckarsäter, 2009).

A variety of common screening instruments assess AGG or aggression-related disorders (i.e., CD, ODD). The present study focuses on the Autism—Tics, attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder, and other comorbidities (A-TAC; Hansson et al., 2005), the Child Behavior Checklist (CBCL; Achenbach, Ivanova, & Rescorla, 2017; Achenbach & Rescorla, 2001), and the Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire (SDQ; Goodman, 2001; Goodman & Scott, 1999). These instruments can be applied in large population samples (Anckarsäter et al., 2011; Van Beijsterveldt et al., 2013; Haworth, Davis, & Plomin, 2013; Jaddoe et al., 2012), either through administration of a questionnaire or (telephone) interview (e.g., Achenbach et al., 2017; Halleröd et al., 2010; Michelson, Davenport, Dretzke, Barlow, & Day, 2013; Stone, Otten, Engels, Vermulst, & Janssens, 2010). Many other instruments exist to assess AGG, among which the Behavior Assessment System for Children (Sandoval & Echandia, 1994), the Eyberg Child Behavior Inventory (Eyberg & Ross, 1978), and the Diagnostic Interview Schedule for Children (Shaffer et al., 1993). Different AGG instruments sometimes have been combined in studies with data from multiple research groups, implicitly assuming that they measure the same underlying construct (e.g., Malanchini et al., 2018; Porsch et al., 2016).

In this study, we aim to quantify to what extent different instruments may assess the same construct of childhood AGG. To gain a better understanding of the agreement among AGG measures, we will examine this question on different levels, namely in terms of item content, clinical concordance, correlations among scales, and genetic correlations.

**Item content**

Previous work on convergence between AGG measures mainly focused on agreement between scores, but did not test similarity in item content (Goodman & Scott, 1999; Halleröd et al., 2010). The AGG measures in the present study have been developed by different approaches, which also reflects in their item content. The CBCL has an 18-item Aggressive Behavior (AGG) subscale that was derived from factor analysis on large sets of items. It measures symptoms such as arguing, fighting, and disobedience (Achenbach & Rescorla, 2001). The SDQ was developed to be a brief questionnaire and contains a 5-item scale to assess conduct problems (CP), based on criteria from the DSM-IV (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders—fourth edition) and ICD-10 (International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems—10th). The SDQ-CP scale assesses symptoms such as fighting, disobedience, and lying (Goodman, 2001). The A-TAC is a diagnostic instrument for screening in general populations and contains two subscales to assess CD and ODD based on DSM-IV symptoms. The A-TAC CD scale measures symptoms such as lying, fighting, and stealing; the A-TAC ODD scale measures symptoms such as being angry, arguing, and teasing (Hansson et al., 2005). DMS-IV criteria distinguish between ODD and CD, and if children meet criteria for both, they receive a diagnosis of CD, and thus, the two diagnoses are mutually exclusive (American Psychiatric Association, 1994). Therefore, the A-TAC CD and ODD subscales, directly based on the DSM-IV criteria, measure mutually exclusive disorders, without overlap in item content. The A-TAC CD scale and SDQ-CP scale both assess symptoms related to CD, implying high item content overlap. The CBCL-AGG subscale assesses broad-sense aggression, which suggests neither absence of overlap nor very high overlap with other measures.

**Clinical concordance**

Different AGG measures have scale-specific thresholds to distinguish between clinical and nonclinical levels of aggressive behavior, without any certainty, however, that the same child would receive a diagnosis across measures. Nevertheless, the mutual exclusivity of CD and ODD suggests low clinical concordance between the CD and ODD scales from the A-TAC. Prior work found that the CBCL and SDQ discriminated equally well between 4- and 7-year-old children collected at a dental clinic and children referred for externalizing behaviors at psychiatric clinics (N = 132; Goodman & Scott, 1999) and between children aged 4 and 16 years from a community sample and psychiatric clinics (N = 273; Klasen et al., 2000). These findings suggest good clinical concordance between the CBCL and SDQ AGG measures, for the purpose of distinguishing between different groups, but do not necessarily generalize to concordances within a group of children. To our knowledge, clinical concordance between scales of the A-TAC and other AGG measures has not been examined. Research comparing clinical levels of AGG assessed using the CBCL-AGG scale with DSM-III (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders—third edition) diagnoses of CD and ODD, however, found point-biserial correlations of, respectively, .22 and .57 (Gould, Bird, & Jaramillo, 1993), suggesting higher clinical concordance of the CBCL with the DSM-based A-TAC ODD scale than with the DSM-based A-TAC CD scale. Prior work on clinical concordance did not explicitly compare clinical decisions between different AGG measures.

AGG is heterogeneous, which makes it possible that children who score above a clinical cutoff
(within or among measures) have no symptoms in common (e.g., Krueger, Watson, & Barlow, 2005). As a consequence, it is uncertain whether clinical concordance translates into strong correlation among AGG measures. Currently, a shift is taking place from categorical to dimensional diagnoses, which we also take into account through consideration of agreement among AGG measures with regard to correlation.

**Correlations**

Previous research established correlations between measures of AGG. For instance, correlations between the A-TAC CD and ODD and the CBCL-AGG scale in a sample of 106 twin pairs aged 9/12 years were, respectively, .48 and .32, indicating moderate convergence (Halleröd et al., 2010). Between the CBCL Externalizing scale (i.e., AGG and Rule Breaking) and the SDQ-CP scale, correlations ranged from .71 to .84, in samples of 132 children aged 4–7 years, 292 children in child welfare aged 3–12 years, and 287 children aged 8–16 years (Goodman & Scott, 1999; Janssens & Deboutte, 2009; Van Widenfelt, Goedhart, Trefers, & Goodman, 2003). The previously found moderate to high correlation across scales suggests agreement among AGG measures on who receives a higher score.

**Genetic architecture**

A wide body of literature reports AGG to have a heritability of around 50%, very much regardless of the diagnostic scheme or instrument used (Burt, 2009; Dick, Viken, Kaprio, Pulkkinnen, & Rose, 2005; Hudziak, Derks, Althoff, Copeland, & Boomsma, 2005; Odintsova et al., 2019; Tuvblad & Baker, 2011; Waltes, Chiocchetti, & Freitag, 2016). If scores deriving from different instruments are influenced by genes, as indicated by the significant heritability estimates (see also Kerekes et al., 2014; Porsch et al., 2016), we can ask the question if AGG assessed by different instruments reflects a common underlying genetic construct. A main aim of this paper therefore was to estimate the genetic correlations among AGG measures. To address this question, data are needed that come from a genetically informative sample, such as twins. Here, we have at our disposal a large data set collected on 9-year-old twin pairs, whose parents reported on their children’s AGG on the same occasion by completing three questionnaires, that is, CBCL, SDQ, and A-TAC. Data were collected in 1254 mono- and dizygotic twin pairs, whose mothers and fathers completed the same set of questionnaires. These data allow us to employ a multivariate genetic model to estimate the heritability and genetic correlations among different scales. Information for estimating heritability comes from the comparison in resemblance for mono- and dizygotic (MZ and DZ) twins, usually summarized in correlations. Likewise, comparing the cross-trait resemblance in MZ and DZ pairs (e.g., AGG assessed by CBCL in one twin and AGG assessed by SDQ in the co-twin) informs on the genetic correlation between the two scales.

**Method**

**Subjects**

The sample comprised 2,508 children (1,254 twin pairs) aged 8 to 10 years old (51.1% boys) born between September 2005 and October 2008 from the Netherlands Twin Register (NTR; Van Beijsterveldt et al., 2013), a nation-wide population-based register founded in 1987. In 2016, both parents of these twin pairs were invited to complete a single survey, which included several measures of AGG (i.e., A-TAC, CBSL, SDQ). Mothers reported on at least one measure for 2,405 children, fathers for 1,613 children. Some families had multiple sets of twins; here, we included one twin pair per family, yielding a sample of 1,240 twin pairs of which 486 were monozygotic (MZ) and 754 dizygotic (DZ). For 47% of same-sex pairs, zygosity was based on DNA testing. Data collection was approved by the Medical Ethical Review Committee of the VU University Medical Center Amsterdam; informed consent from participants was appropriately obtained. The research was conducted according to the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki.

**Instruments**

**CBCL.** The Aggressive Behavior syndrome (CBCL-AGG) subscale from the CBCL consisted of 18 items, asking parents to report on their children’s behaviors in the past six months. Response categories included 0 = ‘Not true’, 1 = ‘Sometimes or somewhat true’, or 2 = ‘Very true or often true’ (Achenbach & Rescorla, 2001). Children with more than three missing items were excluded from analyses. We considered T-scores of 65 or higher as elevated and indicative of a possible clinical diagnosis (Achenbach & Rescorla, 2001).

**SDQ.** The Conduct Problem subscale from the SDQ (SDQ-CP) consisted of five items asking parents to report on their children’s behavior. Parents could respond with 0 = ‘Not true’, 1 = ‘Sometimes or somewhat true’, or 2 = ‘Certainly true’ (Goodman, 1997, 2001). Children with more than two items missing were excluded from analyses. Scores above 3 revealed elevated levels that may indicate clinical diagnosis (Goodman, 1997).

**A-TAC.** Two scales from the A-TAC assessed AGG, namely the CD (A-TAC-CD) scale and ODD (A-TAC-ODD) scale. Both consisted of five items; parents were asked whether their children displayed the problem behaviors more frequently than peers in any period of their life. Response categories were 0 = ‘No’, 0.5 = ‘Yes, to some extent’, or 1 = ‘Yes’ (Hansson et al., 2005). Children with more than a single item missing were excluded from analyses. Scores higher than 1.5 on the A-TAC-CD and 2.5 on the A-TAC-ODD reflected elevated levels, indicative of a possible clinical diagnosis (Kerekes et al., 2014).

**Analyses**

**Item content.** We examined similarity in item content of AGG measures using the Jaccard index and added the DSM-IV criteria for CD (DSM-CD) and ODD (DSM-ODD) as a benchmark (American Psychiatric Association, 1994). Table S1 displays all items. Together, the scales from the AGG measures and the DSM-IV criteria comprised 55 items assessing 26 different AGG symptoms. Symptoms were coded as present (i.e., 1) or absent (i.e., 0). If multiple items tapped the same symptom, we considered them...
as a single item. To examine agreement in item content, we calculated the Jaccard index, ranging from 0 (i.e., not similar) to 1 (i.e., fully similar). This index calculates similarity by dividing the overlap in symptoms between two measures by the total number of symptoms (i.e., number of overlapping items and number of symptoms unique to both measures). In line with Fried (2017), we used the following interpretation: very weak = 0.00–0.19, weak = 0.20–0.39, moderate = 0.40–0.59, strong = 0.60–0.79, very strong = 0.80–1.00.

Clinical concordance and correlation. We tested agreement for nonclinical vs. clinical diagnoses among scales with Cohen’s Kappa (Landis & Koch, 1977). To assess correlations among AGG measures, we first calculated Pearson’s correlations on the continuous scores. Additionally, to analyze the full continuous range of scores while taking the skewed distribution of AGG into account, we calculated Spearman’s rank correlations (Spearman, 1904). Next, we computed polychoric correlations. These represent the correlations between the two latent normally distributed liabilities that underlie the observed variables. Polychoric correlations were estimated for AGG measures that were categorized into three categories: 0, 0.5/1 (i.e., 0.5 for A-TAC-CD and A-TAC-ODD, and 1 for CBCL-AGG and SDQ-CP), and higher (Table S2 presents frequencies). This categorization was chosen to obtain as many thresholds as possible without encountering numerical problems. We estimated polychoric correlations with the polycor package (Fox, 2016). Confidence intervals were based on standard errors. We interpreted clinical concordance and correlation as following: very weak = 0.00–0.19, weak = 0.20–0.39, moderate = 0.40–0.59, strong = 0.60–0.79, very strong = 0.80–1.00 (Landis & Koch, 1977; Spearman, 1904).

Results

Item content

Table 1 summarizes outcomes of the Jaccard analyses. All measures of agreement are displayed in Figure 1. Overlap was absent between DSM-CD and A-TAC-ODD, DSM-ODD and A-TAC-CD, and A-TAC-CD and A-TAC-ODD. Overlap between DSM-CD and A-TAC-CD was weak, and overlap between

Genetic analyses. We performed twin analyses, which leveraged the resemblance between MZ and DZ twins to estimate the contribution of additive genetic factors (A), shared environment (C) common to children from the same family, or nonshared environment (E) to individual differences in AGG (Boomsma, Busjahn, & Peltonen, 2002; Kendler, Neale, Kessler, Heath, & Eaves, 1992). Multivariate twin analysis investigates whether traits are influenced by the same genetic or environmental factors, reflected in genetic and environmental correlations. Analyses were carried out in R version 3.5.1, using the OpenMx package (version 2.11.5; Neale et al., 2016) specifying NPSOL optimizer. Confidence intervals were calculated using MxCI in OpenMx. We fitted a multivariate model to continuous scores of the four AGG measures. Guided by prior work, we allowed for sex differences on the mean, but not on the genetic architecture (Porsch et al., 2016; Vink et al., 2012). Analyses were performed separately for mother and father ratings of AGG. The variance and covariance of the measures were partitioned into components explained by A, C, and E. Because the model assumes that the data follow a multivariate normal distribution, but the measures of AGG are skewed, we may introduce bias (Derks, Dolan, & Boomsma, 2004). We therefore performed multivariate genetic models on the ordinal data as a sensitivity check (see Appendix S1).

Table 1 Jaccard index for item overlap between the different AGG measures and DSM-IV criteria [Colour table can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
DSM-ODD and A-TAC-ODD was moderate. SDQ-CP had moderate overlap with A-TAC-CD but very weak overlap with DSM-CD. Overlap between DSM-ODD and SDQ-CP was weak. Overlap between A-TAC-ODD and SDQ-CP was very weak. CBCL-AGG had very weak to weak overlap with all other scales (i.e., lowest overlap with A-TAC-CD, highest with DSM-ODD). Altogether, overlap in item content ranged from no overlap to moderate overlap.

Figure 1 Agreement between AGG measures; the left panel is for mother-reports, the right panel for father-reports. Because shared environmental correlations were less stable due to sample size, we did not include them in the figure [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
Clinical concordance

Prevalences of clinical AGG for boys for mother-report ranged from 3% (A-TAC-CD) to 11% (CBCL-AGG); for father-report, they ranged from 2% (A-TAC-CD) to 9% (CBCL-AGG). For girls, prevalences for mother-report ranged from 1% (A-TAC-CD) to 6% (CBCL-AGG). For father-report on girls, prevalences ranged from 1% (A-TAC-CD) to 7% (CBCL-AGG; see Table S3).

Clinical concordance was very weak to weak between A-TAC-CD and A-TAC-ODD (.01 for mother-report on girls to .26 for father-report on girls). Clinical concordance between A-TAC-CD and CBCL-AGG ranged from .06 (mother-report on girls) to .13 (father-report on boys); between A-TAC-ODD and CBCL-AGG, it ranged from .39 (father-report on boys) to .43 (mother-report on girls). Clinical concordance between A-TAC-CD and SDQ-CP ranged from .12 (mother- and father-report on girls) to .29 (father-report on boys). Clinical concordance between A-TAC-ODD and SDQ-CP ranged from .28 (mother-report on girls) to .40 (father-report on girls). Clinical concordance between CBCL-AGG and SDQ-CP ranged from .28 (mother-report on girls) to .42 (father-report on boys). Overall, clinical concordance between measures of AGG was very weak to moderate (see Table S4).

Correlation

Pearson correlations between A-TAC-CD and A-TAC-ODD were weak (.34; mother-report, girls) to moderate (.46; father-report, boys). Between A-TAC-CD and CBCL-AGG, correlations were weak (.32; mother-report, girls) to moderate (.43; father-report, boys). Correlations between A-TAC-ODD and CBCL-AGG were strong, ranging from .63 (father-report, boys) to .66 (mother-report, boys). Correlations between A-TAC-CD and SDQ-CP ranged from weak (.35; father-report, girls) to moderate (.52; father-report, boys). Between A-TAC-ODD and SDQ-CP, correlations were moderate, ranging from .49 (mother-report, girls) to .60 (father-report, boys). Correlations between CBCL-AGG and SDQ-CP ranged from moderate (.58; father-report, girls) to strong (.70; mother-report, boys; see Table S5). Overall, correlations among AGG measures were weak to strong.

Spearman rank correlations between A-TAC-CD and A-TAC-ODD were weak (.32; father-report, girls) to moderate (.45; father-report, boys). Rank correlations between A-TAC-CD and CBCL-AGG ranged from .34 (mother-report, girls) to .47 (mother-report, boys). Rank correlations between A-TAC-ODD and CBCL-AGG ranged from .55 (father-report, girls) to .62 (mother-report, boys). For A-TAC-CD and SDQ-CP, correlations ranged from .39 (father-report, girls) to .56 (mother-report, boys); for A-TAC-ODD and SDQ-CP, correlations ranged from .40 (father-report, girls) to .56 (mother-report, boys). Rank correlations between CBCL-AGG and SDQ-CP ranged from .47 (father-report, girls) to .65 (mother-report, boys; see Table S6). Altogether, rank correlations indicated weak to strong agreement between AGG measures.

Polychoric correlations between A-TAC-CD and A-TAC-ODD ranged from .50 (father-report, girls) to .61 (father-report, boys). For A-TAC-CD with CBCL-AGG, polychoric correlations ranged from .51 (mother-report, girls) to .58 (mother-report, boys). Associations between A-TAC-ODD and CBCL-AGG ranged between .56 (father-report, girls) and .59 (mother-report, girls). Between A-TAC-CD and SDQ-CP, associations ranged from .60 (father-report, girls) to .70 (mother-report, boys). Between A-TAC-ODD and SDQ-CP, polychoric correlations ranged from .40 (father-report, girls) to .61 (mother-report, boys). Finally, polychoric correlations between CBCL-AGG and SDQ-CP ranged from .50 (father-report, girls) to .66 (mother-report, boys; see Table S7). Overall, polychoric correlations indicated moderate to strong agreement between AGG measures.

Genetic analyses

Cross-twin cross-instrument correlations for MZ and DZ twins between A-TAC-CD, A-TAC-ODD, CBCL-AGG, and SDQ-CP for mother- and father-report are presented in Table S8. Table S9 contains estimates of the means and variances, and sex differences in the means. For mother-report, the contribution of additive genetic factors to the variances for A-TAC-CD, A-TAC-ODD, CBCL-AGG, and SDQ was, respectively, 34%, 42%, 61%, and 42%. Common environment explained, respectively, 4%, 19%, 13%, and 9% and unique environment 62%, 39%, 26%, and 50%. For father-report, the contribution of A to the variances for A-TAC-CD, A-TAC-ODD, CBCL-AGG, and SDQ was, respectively, 39%, 45%, and 53%; C explained 11%, 26%, 25%, and 14%; E contributed 49%, 40%, 30%, and 53%. For mother-report, the covariance between the different measures was moderately to strongly accounted for by genetic factors, namely 50% (A-TAC-ODD and SDQ-CP) to 83% (A-TAC-CD and CBCL-AGG). For father-reports, genetic covariance ranged from 26% (A-TAC-CD and A-TAC-ODD) to 57% (A-A-TAC-CD and SDQ-CP). For mother-reports, common environmental factors explained up to 22% of the covariance (A-TAC-ODD and CBCL-AGG) between the different measures. For father-reports, the common environmental covariance ranged from 21% (A-TAC-CD and SDQ-CP) to 37% (A-TAC-CD and A-TAC-ODD). Nonshared environment weakly explained covariance for mother-reports between different measures, namely between 20% (A-TAC-CD and CBCL-AGG) and 32% (A-TAC-ODD and SDQ-CP). For father-reports, nonshared environment explained between 22% (A-TAC-CD and SDQ-CP) and 37% (A-TAC-CD and A-TAC-ODD) of
the covariance among AGG measures (see Table 2 and Figure 1).

For mother-report, genetic correlations ranged from .65 (95%CI = .53–.75; A-TAC-ODD and CBCL-AGG) to .84 (95%CI = .60–1.00; CBCL-AGG and SDQ-CP). For father-reports, genetic correlations ranged from .31 (95%CI = −.08–.55; A-TAC-CD and A-TAC-ODD) to .87 (95%CI = .56–.98; A-TAC-ODD and SDQ-CP). Correlations between common environmental influences on AGG scores for mother-reports ranged from −.16 (95%CI = −1.00–1.00; A-TAC-CD with CBCL-AGG) to .90 (95%CI = .63–1.00; A-TAC-ODD with the CBCL-AGG). For father-reports, they ranged from .66 (95%CI = .14, 1.00; A-TAC-ODD and SDQ-CP) to .97 (95%CI = .67–1.00; A-TAC-CD and A-TAC-ODD). When the contribution of C to variance is small, its contribution to the covariance between measures is also small and estimates of correlations may be imprecise. Correlations between the nonshared environmental influences on the scale scores for mother-report varied between .19 (95%CI = .09–.28; A-TAC-CD with A-TAC-ODD) and .55 (95%CI = .48–.61; CBCL-AGG with SDQ-CP). For father-report, they varied between .20 (95%CI = .10–.30; A-TAC-CD and SDQ-CP) and .44 (95%CI = .34–.51; CBCL-AGG and SDQ-CP; see Table 2 and Figure 1). To check for bias, we also conducted categorical twin analyses; results are presented in Appendix S1 and Tables S10 and S11.

**Discussion**

We aimed to quantify the agreement among four different measures of AGG. To this end, we examined convergence of item content, concordance at the recommended clinical cutoff, correlation between the different scales, and the extent to which they measure the same underlying genetic mechanisms.

Overlap in item content across AGG measures ranged from absent (i.e., mutually exclusive) to moderate. Absence of overlap between A-TAC CD and ODD scales confirmed mutual exclusivity of these psychiatric disorders. Between the different measures, overlap was highest (i.e., moderate) between A-TAC CD scale and SDQ conduct problems (CP); SDQ-CP scale weakly overlapped with the other measures. As expected, CBCL-AGG scale weakly overlapped with all other measures with the strongest overlap for A-TAC ODD scale. This indicated that based on their content, different AGG measures cannot be used interchangeably.

Clinical concordance for the different AGG measures was very weak to moderate. Although the CBCL and SDQ, in prior research, discriminated equally well between children from general population samples and clinical samples (Goodman & Steiner, 2000), agreement among the different measures of AGG is not ideal. We recommend that at least two different AGG measures be examined simultaneously to fully capture the AGG phenotype.

**Table 2** Standardized variance and covariance decomposition into contribution of genetic (A), shared environmental (C), and nonshared environmental (E) factors are presented in the lower triangles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>A-TAC-CD</th>
<th>A-TAC-ODD</th>
<th>CBCL-AGG</th>
<th>SDQ-CP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A-TAC-CD</td>
<td></td>
<td>.34 [0.15, 0.46]</td>
<td>.70 [0.12, 0.75]</td>
<td>.55 [0.26, 0.85]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-TAC-ODD</td>
<td>.74 [0.40, 0.10]</td>
<td>.37 [0.13, 0.61]</td>
<td>.20 [0.10, 0.35]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBCL-AGG</td>
<td>.53 [0.56, 1.07]</td>
<td>.50 [0.08, 0.72]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDQ-CP</td>
<td>.04 [0.00, 0.19]</td>
<td>.12 [1.00, 1.00]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-TAC-CD</td>
<td>.04 [0.00, 0.19]</td>
<td>.12 [1.00, 1.00]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-TAC-ODD</td>
<td>.03 [0.19, 0.29]</td>
<td>.19 [0.09, 0.27]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBCL-AGG</td>
<td>.20 [0.10, 0.30]</td>
<td>.27 [0.22, 0.33]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDQ-CP</td>
<td>.20 [0.16, 0.38]</td>
<td>.32 [0.25, 0.40]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-TAC-CD</td>
<td>.39 [0.21, 0.55]</td>
<td>.31 [0.08, 0.55]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-TAC-ODD</td>
<td>.26 [0.05, 0.57]</td>
<td>.34 [0.17, 0.52]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBCL-AGG</td>
<td>.44 [0.12, 0.75]</td>
<td>.48 [0.27, 0.69]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDQ-CP</td>
<td>.20 [0.01, 0.45]</td>
<td>.23 [0.02, 0.44]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-TAC-CD</td>
<td>.11 [0.02, 0.24]</td>
<td>.26 [0.11, 0.40]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-TAC-ODD</td>
<td>.29 [0.04, 0.55]</td>
<td>.29 [0.11, 0.47]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBCL-AGG</td>
<td>.37 [0.13, 0.61]</td>
<td>.37 [0.13, 0.61]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDQ-CP</td>
<td>.49 [0.42, 0.58]</td>
<td>.37 [0.27, 0.46]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-TAC-CD</td>
<td>.37 [0.26, 0.49]</td>
<td>.40 [0.34, 0.46]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-TAC-ODD</td>
<td>.27 [0.16, 0.39]</td>
<td>.23 [0.17, 0.30]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBCL-AGG</td>
<td>.22 [0.10, 0.35]</td>
<td>.25 [0.17, 0.35]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDQ-CP</td>
<td>.20 [0.01, 0.45]</td>
<td>.23 [0.02, 0.44]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Pearson correlations and rank correlations among continuous scores of AGG measures were weak to strong, suggesting stronger agreement when considering continuous scores compared to clinical cutoffs. The association between the A-TAC ODD scale and the CBCL-AGG was highest (i.e., moderate); the association between the A-TAC CD scale and the A-TAC ODD scale was lowest (i.e., moderate), yet not absent. Thus, there is overlap between different AGG measures, but they also provide distinct information. Polychoric correlations revealed moderate to strong agreement between the different AGG measures. Strongest agreement was between the A-TAC CD scale and the SDQ-CP scale. Agreement between the A-TAC ODD scale and the SDQ-CP scale was weakest, but still moderate at least. These results reveal that agreement between the different AGG measures based on continuous scores yields higher agreement than clinical cutoff scores.

Our results demonstrate in the assessment of AGG, and diagnosis largely depends on the measure, whereas measures converge moderately to strongly on who receives a higher AGG score. There are several other arguments in favor of a continuous approach to the assessment of AGG. For instance, fluctuations above and below clinical thresholds across development may cause children to not receive treatment although they might score above threshold at another age (Biederman, Mick, Faraone, & Burback, 2001). In addition, similar to clinical AGG, subthreshold AGG associates with adverse outcomes, and therefore, it is beneficial to detect heightened, yet subthreshold, levels of AGG (Fatori et al., 2018). An earlier diagnosis is associated with better longitudinal outcomes, suggesting additional benefits from the detection of subthreshold AGG (Campbell, Lundstrom, Larsson, Lichtenstein, & Lubke, 2018). Therefore, we propose use of continuous scores to assess AGG, especially when combining data with different measures.

Genetic correlations generally indicated substantial overlap (i.e., strong to very strong for mother-
et al., 2013) suggests stability of genetic correlations among AGG measures across development.

Conclusion
We considered several definitions of agreement to compare AGG instruments. Across definitions, conclusions as to whether the instruments measure the same construct differ. For example, item content suggests limited overlap, whereas genetic analyses suggest shared etiology among instruments. Whether researchers regard agreement between instruments as satisfactory depends on the application. It is recommended to consider multiple metrics of similarity to decide whether different measures assess the same. By leveraging a genetically informative design and several commonly used instruments, we attempted to provide a holistic perspective on nuances involved in measurement of AGG in childhood.
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Key points
- For interpretation of prior research findings and future collaboration projects, it is important to gauge convergence between different measures for childhood aggressive behavior.
- Results reveal great variation in item content. Agreement in clinical scores among measures is weak; correlations are moderate to strong. Despite differences, genetic overlap is strong, suggesting that different measures for childhood aggressive assess a similar genetic construct.
- Higher agreement among continuous scores suggests that decisions regarding referral for treatment or inclusion/exclusion for research are more robust among measures when using a continuous score instead of an indication based on a cutoff.
- Agreement between measures of childhood aggressive behavior depends on the metric of agreement (i.e., item content, clinical concordance, correlation, genetic overlap), which needs to be considered in future research.
(Dis)agreement in measures of aggressive behavior
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